GOVERNMENT OF ASSAM
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF TAXES: ASSAM: GUWAHATI

(Circular No.5/2012)

Dated Dispur, the 14th March, 2012.

No.CTS—81/2007/341

Sub : E-filling of details of vehicle/consignment/statutory forms by transporters/carriers.


In Continuation of Circulars under reference and as per provision of rule 41 (5) of the Assam Value Added Tax Rules, 2005, all the unregistered transporters are directed to declare on-line the details of the vehicle/consignment/statutory forms in advance before a goods carrying vehicle reaching the Check-gate physically. The module for non-registered transporter for on-line vehicle entry has already been developed and all the Check-gate have been informed about this by "E" mail dated 27/02/2012. The module is available in our new website http: //www.tax.assam.gov.in. The detail steps to be followed in online vehicle data entry by unregistered transporters have been laid down in the said "E" mail.

On-line vehicle data entry by registered dealers is already in operation. Now, in pursuance of the provision under rule 41 (3) of the Assam Value Added Tax Rule, 2005, it is directed that the officer in-charge of the Check-gates will not allow any goods vehicle to cross the Check-gates in which the requisite particulars have not been declared online by any transporter, either registered or unregistered. This instruction will come into effect from 1st April, 2012.

The officer-in-charge of the Check-gates are also directed to give wide publicity about the system.

Sd/-
(Dr. J.B. Ekka),
Commissioner of Taxes, Assam,
Guwahati

Memo. No.CTS—81/2007/341-A

Copy to :-

1. The Commissioner & Secretary to the Government of Assam, Finance (Taxation) Department, Dispur for favour of kind information.
2. The Addl. Commissioner of Taxes/Joint Commissioners of Taxes (All), Head Office for information.
3. The Deputy Commissioners of Taxes (All) for information and necessary action.
4. The Assistant Commissioners of Taxes/Superintendents of Taxes (All) for information and necessary action.

Dated Dispur, the 15th March, 2012.

Sd/-
(Dr. J.B. Ekka),
Commissioner of Taxes, Assam,
Guwahati